Jacobs' Team Experience – Integrated Planet

Integrated Planet Overview

A Disabled Veteran, Minority Owned Small Business and working as a Disadvantaged Small Business [8a], Integrated Planet, Inc. (IP™) is a specialized communications entity offering an innovative set of information technology products and services allowing businesses and Government organizations to accomplish their goals. Their teams of professionals specialize in providing our clients with a wide variety of Information Technology, Systems Engineering and individual support. With extensive experience in providing and implementing reliable network infrastructures, IP is ready to make an impact in the technologies of tomorrow including; Technology Development, Cutting edge designs, Voice, Data, Audio/Video solutions and security systems.

IP has supported all aspects of Navy Enterprise Information Technology Management since its inception in 2001. IP has worked with the Program through development of requirements, passage of major milestones and has addressed major technical and programmatic issues that have evolved within the implementation and management of NMCI. The Integrated Planet team will continue to draw from its corporate experience to address new challenges as NMCI evolves.

IP’s personnel have extensive backgrounds in Information Technology with a key emphasis in Microsoft Systems engineering, Network management engineering, Information Systems / Security engineering and project management. Applied sciences mastery with key emphasis in Department of Defense command & control programs of record. Required experience with multiple operating systems including; Windows, and UNIX. Knowledge of Networking systems & technologies such as, VoIP, IDNX, MPLS, NAT, fiber optic transports, routers, switches, wireless, satellite, PBX, broadband, Cryptographic equipment, printers and small computer hardware.